
 PRE-K-1st grade children   

FAMILY TAKE-IT-HOME for JANUARY 28, 2018 (family sheet by Mary Collins, 

Children’s Coordinator, Unitarian Church in Westport, CT)  

Monthly Theme: INTENTION 

Session Topic:   Acting with Intention: Super Moon, Super Kids   

UU Principle # 1 Each Person is Important #2 Be Kind, 

UU Source: Direct Experience of Mystery and Wonder (some call God) 
 

Activities on Sunday morning: 
Did you know there will be a “SUPER MOON” on January 31st?  Look for it! 

STORY: Papa, Get the Moon For Me by Eric Carle 

Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lewuMMaIC8A 

Book: https://www.amazon.com/Papa-Please-Moon-World-

Carle/dp/B008GATQ1A 

A fantasy story but also describes the waxing and waning of the moon.  
 

AFTER story DISCUSSION QUESTIONS  
 Do you think someone can actually walk up to the moon and carry 

it back here? No people need space ships and suits with oxygen to 
breathe!  But fantasy is fun to imagine what it might be like! 

 

 Can you name a kind thing someone did for you or that you did to 

someone this week?  Every person is important because they can 

make a difference to someone else.  
 

 Do you look every night for the moon?  The shape of the moon changes or even when there is no 
moon  It is a  beautiful thing to do every day. – It fills your spirit with wonder 

 

Super Kids FINGERPLAY ( To the tune of “Open, Shut Them” ) 

Kindness, Caring 

Kindness, Caring 

Give a great big clap! 

Kindness, Caring 

Kindness, Caring 

Lay them in your lap. 

Fly them, fly them 

Fly them, fly them 

Be a super kid!   (bicep curl) 

Open wide your great big heart (throw arms wide) 

And let the kindness in!  (hug yourself)                 And let the kindness OUT!  

SONG Superman Song - FLYING - draw & cut out a Moon shape, get a cape (fabric or a towel) and feel your 

kindness muscles working  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e9vrfEoc8_g  
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